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ACTIVITY 3.8 

Standard Development for public lighting  
 
 

Comparing existing standards with the possibilities of the new LED 
technology: adaptation of standards to new needs & facilities >> 

recommendations & lobbying  
 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

                     

Light in Public Space



LED Light in Public Space:
EU-project running from 2009 to 2012 and involves 15 partners in the South Baltic Region 

Project Partners
- P1 City of Kalmar, Sweden
- P2 Bad Doberan County Council, Germany
- P3 Municipality of Oskarshamn, Sweden
- P4 City of Gdansk, Poland
- P5 Institute for European Initiatives, Poland
- P6 Hanseatic City of Rostock, Germany
- P7 University of Applied Sciences Wismar, Germany
- P8 Linnaeus University, Sweden
- P9 University of Klaipeda, Lithuania
- P10 Public Institution Strategic Self-management 
Institute, Lithuania
- P11 Energy Agency for South East Sweden, Sweden
- P12 Hanseatic City of Wismar, Germany

Associated Partners
- A1 Kalmar Energi Elnät AB, Sweden
- A2 Sustainable Sweden Southeast AB, Sweden
- A3 Lighting of Roads, Klaipeda, Lithuania

Aim: to provide facts for a conversion of public space lighting to versatile LED technology, based on a pedestrian 
perspective and other quality criterias.

About the project
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Project Partners
P1 City of Kalmar
P2 Bad Doberan County Council
P3 Municipality of Oskarshamn
P4 City Hall Gdansk
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P6 Hanseatic City of Rostock
P7 University of Applied Sciences Wismar
P8 University of Kalmar/Linnaeus University
P9 University of Klaipeda
P10 Public Institution Strategic Self-management Institute
P11 Energy Agency for South East Sweden
P12 Hanseatic City of Wismar
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Associated Partners
A1 Kalmar Energi Elnät AB
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A3 Lighting of Roads, Klaipeda



Objectives

_ Promotion, information and education about LED lighting 
 The project targets:
  - politicians
  - civil servants
  - officials in municipalities and regions
  - private companies/producers
  - the general public

_ Technology and design - user’s needs 
 -Defining and help responding to the “user’s needs” considering 
   the combination of LED technology and design potential
 -Cluster building between researchers, staff of light fitting producers,
   civil servants and decison-makers for knowhow exchange

_ LED lighting in the context of city planning and road planning
 light installations in the cities based on the latest LED technology and user’s needs

About the project



Kalmar → LED lighting of bicycle/pedestrian roads and at roundabouts

Bad Doberan → light around a kindergarden

Oskarshamn → wind and battery operated LED-pole

Gdansk → cultural heritage building illumination in the old town of Gdansk

Rostock → green park lighting

Wismar → LED light installations in a school area, including the path to the parking area

Pilot installations
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Component 4

LED Lighting 
in the context  

of City and Road Planning

The fourth component (C4) focus on 
light installations in the cities, which will 
be made and based on the latest LED 
technology and users’ needs. It is not 
just about providing light, it’s also about 
providing the right light. 

C4 organised its first workshop for planners in 
Rostock in March 2010. The workshop contai-
ned discussions on installations and how im-
portant it is to involve people’s needs in instal-
lations. There is no doubt that the workshop 
contributed to a raised interest in lighting and a 
better understanding of the importance of invol-
ving end-users of light. 

C4 has carried out a situation analysis about ligh-
ting through a survey among the partners. Con-
clusions from the analysis is yet to be completed 
but it can already be noted that LED is not plan-
ners’ first choice of installation. The most im-
portant factor when taking decisions is still lm/w.

Pilot installations 
The partners in component 4 are currently pre-
paring for six pilot light installations that will be 
carried out in the project. All light installations 
normally found in city and road planning will be 
covered by the project. 

The pilot installations will serve as best practice 
models and solutions for LED lighting in public 
spaces. Evaluation of the installations will pro-

vide cities and decision-makers with facts and 
well-founded arguments when taking decisions 
about future investments in lighting. 

Pilot installations will be carried out:

• Kalmar: LED lighting of bicycle/pedestrian 
   roads and at roundabouts 
• Bad Doberan: light around a kindergarten
• Oskarshamn: wind and battery operated 
   LED-pole
• Gdansk: Cultural heritage building illumina-
   tion in the old town of Gdansk 
• Rostock: Green park lighting 
• Wismar: LED light installations in a school        
   area, inlcuding the path to the parking area

More detailed information about the installa-
tions will be published on the project website: 
www.ledlightproject.eu 

Contact C4: Ulf Rickardsson, City of Kalmar
ulf.rickardsson@kalmar.se 

 

Installation site in Rostock
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Amber drops in Gdansk

The Lower Town is a part of the historic 
city centre of Gdansk, an area that now 
is being revitalised. The upcoming revi-
talisation, aims at improving the quality 
of public space and technical infrastruc-
ture of the Lower Town. It will involve 
modernisation of public spaces as well 
as the underground utility infrastructu-
re.

The objective of the action to be taken in the Lo-
wer Town quarter is to increase the attractiveness 
of urban space, the technical condition of buil-
dings and create housing base for the implementa-
tion of social action. 
With social, educational, cultural and art activities 
it aims at activating the local community, and the-
reby improve the quality of life for the inhabitants 
of these districts.

- We will create an area with amber drops, which 
will be a welcoming area with the possibility to 
have a quiet moment in the busy daily life. Each 
amber drop will be highlighted by two LEDs, says 
Joanna Zbierska at the City of Gdansk. 

The groups of amber will be connected to the 
electronic lighting control system and will operate 
independently, taking into account the strength 
and frequency of light throbbing, responding to 
the ideological assumption of the project. Con-
trol can be programmed in certain sequences and 
scenarios.

   

C4 - Lighting tests
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Component 4

The LED-project has six installations sites, and this autumn the focus has been on installing best prac-
tice LED installations. The installations vary from for example lighting in parks, rural lighting,  
all-embracing lighting at a school and an art installation. 

It is of great importance that the installations show how to proceed, how to think and act for the best results. We 
see not only the possibilities with the LED technique but also the simplicity. But we also learn from each other 
from problems and obstacles in the broad perspective. All installations have different best practice and we are 
glad to invite visitors of the installations for inspiration. We will give you a couple of examples of the installations 
in the project.

Gdansk
The city of Gdansk has chosen to make an art installation to inspire the citizens and to create an oasis in the hec-
tic city, called “Amber Drops”. 

The ‘Amber Drops’ installation, located 
under the bridge above Szopy Street, in 
the Lower Town, is formed with the yellow 
translucent pebbles made of epoxy resin. 
There are 49 ‘amber drops’ with a built in 
LED lighting system, divided into groups, 
sufficiently hard to support the weight of 
people standing on them. LED bulbs fit-
ting will shine after dark when natural light 
diminishes. The amber drops are connected 
to the lighting control system, which allows 
them to function independently in ac-
cordance with programmed sequences and 
screenplays. Walking down to ‘Łaźnia’ one 
could take a break and sit down on one of the five benches to admire the installation of amber lights. At night, 
when it’s dark a feeling of warmth would seem to fulfill the space with the pulsating glow of yellow light like it 
was alive and breathing. 

Installation site in Gdansk



Germany _Bad Doberan: light around a kindergarden

Pilot installations

LED information board with RGB-spots with light control for colour mixing,   
demonstration of different white light, warm white 3000° K, neutral white 5000° K and 
cold white 6500° K, Werbelicht Dr. Jahn GmbH, Neubrandenburg:  
 

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

LED information board with RGB-spots with light control for colour mixing

Demonstration of different white light, warm white 3000° K, neutral white 
5000° K and cold white 6500° K

LED-lines for path lighting, 4 x 9 W, 3.300° K

 
 
 
 
 
 
The public reaction on this kind of information about LED technology was very 
positive. When we handed out the first questionnaire most people stated that they 
had some kind of knowledge about the new LED-technology but after reading the 
information many of them now felt the this knowledge was more detailed, which they 
mentioned in the second questionnaire. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Biendorf and the community centre from above: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Biendorf community centre and kindergarten: 
 
 

        Flexible LED-lines for backlighting the name 
boards of the kindergarten, Osram, 80 W, 
3.300° K

Children’s game with colour mixing – Sill RGB-spots with light control for colour 
mixing, 3 x 80 W: 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Children’s game with colour mixing 

Sill RGB-spots with light control 
for colour mixing, 3 x 80 W

                          
 
 
 

             



Poland _Gdansk: The art installation ‘Amber Drops’

Pilot installations







  

Questionnaire



Germany _Wismar: LED light installations in a school area, including the path to the parking area

Pilot installations

LED - Wismar Dr. Henrik Fanger 6

The Planning – LED Locations

LED lights

at the

building

LED lights

at outdoor

facilities

School Yard:
06:00 - 8:00 - all modules
16:00 - 22:00 - all WW modules
22:00 - 06:00 - small modules

Main entrance: 
06:00 - 08:00 and 16:00 - 20:00 

Name of school: 
06:00 - 08:00 and 16:00 - 23:00

Green classroom: 
06:00 - 08:00 and 16:00 - 20:00



Germany _Wismar: LED light installations in a school area, including the path to the parking area

Pilot installations
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Component 4

Wismar
The Hanseatic City of Wismar 
chose to focus at the school 
“Tarnow”. To make the area 
more attractive, more safe and 
lit for persons using the area. 
Their role within the project is 
to build up a LED test area at 
the basic school to measure:
•	 Real energy saving effect,
•	 Saving effect on maintai-

nance,
•	 Different illumination ef-

fects (colors, brightness),
•	 Individual comfort that 

the people feel with LED 
lighting.

In Wismar we can now see a combination of warm and cold LED light and RGB colors in the schoolyard. Every 
light point has a task and this installation shows some of the variety’s there is possible with LED.

The six planned installation sites are 
getting ready to do their installations. 
As planned, we are supposed to be 
finished with all installations at the end 
of 2011. After installations have been 
realised we will do an evaluation. 

Wismar has already finished their instal-
lation and the official opening of the 
school was on Friday, 6th May, 2011. 
They will start discussions with the 
pupils and teacher about the new light 
situation in October 2011.

The next steps this year are demonstration of the test installations / light performances for citizens, civil servants 
and politicians.

One important issue about our installations is that we aim to show the unique possibilities there are with LED’s. 
Hopefully you will not only be able to see 6 installations by the end of this year but also 6 installations that show 
the latest in the market and technology. Installations will be based on several of our own studies for example the 
“user’s demands” study and “market analysis”.

Next Phase
The next step is the evaluation of the installations and the making of a toolbox. The installations, the evalua-
tions and the experience gathered during the process of the project will eventually result in design manuals 
and how-to guides.
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Component 4

You’ve read this newsletter.
Now watch the movie!

A film about the LED-project has been made and can be found at the website,  
 
 
 
  www.ledlightproject.eu

The six planned installation sites are getting ready to do their installations. As planned, we are sup-
posed to be finished with all installations at the end of 2011. After installations have been realised we 
will do an evaluation. 

Wismar has already finished their installation and the official opening of the school was on Friday, 6th May, 
2011. They will start discussions with the pupils and teacher about the new light situation in October 2011.

The next steps this year are demonstration of the test installations / light performances for citizens, civil 
servants and politicians.

One important issue about our installations is that we aim to show the unique possibilities there are with 
LED’s. Hopefully you will not only be able to see 6 installations by the end of this year but also 6 installa-
tions that show the latest in the market and technology. Installations will be based on several of our own 
studies for example the “user’s demands” study and “market analysis”.

Installation site in Rostock

Test installation in Wismar, 
Germany



Germany _Rostock: green park lighting

Pilot installations

Part-financed by the European Union  
(European Regional Development Fund) 

 
02/05/2012 

EU-project LED in Rostock 

old mercury lamp 89 W – 52 pieces         new LED-Lamp 29 W  - 37 pieces 

Part-financed by the European Union  
(European Regional Development Fund) 

 
02/05/2012 

 
 
 
 

EU-project LED in Rostock  

In Front of 
the hall of 
arts 

 

The 
installation 
of the 
floodlighting 
is finished in 
yesterday! 



User’s Needs and Demands in different environments

• LED project → surveys analyzing the use of the installations regarding:
    
  - the location
  - different users → Who is using the space?
  - different times of use → At what time?
  - the different types of uses → In what way? / For which purpose?

• LED project → Specific needs suggested in different countries/regions 

  - The needs are in general similar in the different regions. 
  - The installations in the different countries represent different approach. 

_ German approach  → focuses on functional, practical, aesthetic factors

_ Swedish approach  → focuses on functional, practical, aesthetic factors but also social aspects and lighting product/system development

_ Polish approach   → installation with a clear artistic approach for renewing of a specific urban space

_ Lithuanian approach  → focuses on urban renewing stress clearly energy and sustainable effects
 

Differences:  the character of the selected urban sites and the design approach than real principal regional differences.

 

 

 

 



Lighting quality factors for the design of a lighting installation

_ Dynamic
    need of lighting changing related to seasons, time of the day, activity, the group of users specific requirements

_ Colour rendering 
    need of natural colour rendering 

_ Colour temperature 
    need of mainly warm colour temperatures 

_ Brightness 
    possibility of limitation of brightness by natural colour rendering and appropriate colour temperature 
    
_ Light distribution
    LED-technique offers a more precise distribution of light and assumes a more accurate design. 

_ Glaring
    risk of discomfort and disability glare are increasing by LED-technology
    More shielded luminaires and a more careful lighting planning are the main factors for avoiding the problem. 

  lighting design qualities ↔ human beings needs & behavior



User’s Needs and Demands → Standard development for public lighting

_ Existing standards:  measurable lighting parameters 

  →  Do they represent user’s experience?
   Do they support the new technology of LED?

_ Analysis of existing standards

_ Discussion of new standards by a humanistic approach

_ Recommendations of new fields and techniques focusing on the final user
    <the person that circulates in the urban space>

 

Lighting 
Standards 



IN USECONSTRUCTIONLIGHT PLANS LIGHT
IMPRESSION

QUALITY 
SPECIFICATIONSANALYSISBACKGROUND

RESEARCH VISION CONCEPT DESIGN CONSTRUCTION IN FUNCTION

Development of design manuals and planning tools

_ Structuring the phases of the LIGHTING DESIGN PROCESS

janE
Stämpel



IN USECONSTRUCTIONLIGHT PLANS LIGHT
IMPRESSION

QUALITY 
SPECIFICATIONSANALYSISBACKGROUND

RESEARCH VISION CONCEPT DESIGN CONSTRUCTION IN FUNCTION

  TOOLS      Calculation formulas       Sketches/Drawings       Computer aids         Tests         References          Mock ups   

 ADMINISTRATION       Economy       Management        Agreements        Standards         Energy         Maintenance       Ecology-Light pollution
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Lighting Design Process



THANK YOU!
TACK!




